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Pumilio/fem-3 mRNA binding factor (PUF) proteins bind RNA with
sequence specificity and modularity, and have become exemplary
scaffolds in the reengineering of new RNA specificities. Here, we
report the in vivo RNA binding sites of wild-type (WT) and
reengineered forms of the PUF protein Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Puf2p across the transcriptome. Puf2p defines an ancient protein
family present throughout fungi, with divergent and distinctive
PUF RNA binding domains, RNA-recognition motifs (RRMs), and
prion regions. We identify sites in RNA bound to Puf2p in vivo
by using two forms of UV cross-linking followed by immunopurification. The protein specifically binds more than 1,000 mRNAs,
which contain multiple iterations of UAAU-binding elements. Regions outside the PUF domain, including the RRM, enhance discrimination among targets. Compensatory mutants reveal that one Puf2p
molecule binds one UAAU sequence, and align the protein with the
RNA site. Based on this architecture, we redesign Puf2p to bind UAAG
and identify the targets of this reengineered PUF in vivo. The mutant
protein finds its target site in 1,800 RNAs and yields a novel RNA
network with a dramatic redistribution of binding elements. The
mutant protein exhibits even greater RNA specificity than wild type.
The redesigned protein decreases the abundance of RNAs in its
redesigned network. These results suggest that reengineering using
the PUF scaffold redirects and can even enhance specificity in vivo.
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xtensive regulation of mRNAs produces proteins at the right
time, amount, and cellular location. RNA-binding proteins
(RBPs) and microRNAs (miRNAs) mediate these controls. They
bind specific mRNAs to govern mRNA stability, translation, and
localization. A single RBP can bind many mRNAs to create extensive RNA networks that control specific biological functions.
Pumilio/fem-3 mRNA binding factor (PUF) proteins are exemplary hubs in mRNA control and are found throughout
Eukarya (1). A single PUF protein binds hundreds to thousands
of mRNAs, in species from budding yeast to humans (2–4). In
metazoans, PUF proteins support a broad range of processes,
including the self-renewal of stem cells, tissue formation, learning,
and memory (5, 6). Most commonly, PUF proteins bind elements in
3′ untranslated regions (3′UTRs) and cause mRNA decay or
translational repression (7), although other activities also have
been reported (8). The PUF family has been divided into four
clades, two of which include cytoplasmic proteins (9). Saccharomyces cerevisiae Puf3p, Puf4p, and Puf5p represent the cytoplasmic clades, which include the human PUM1/Pumilio (1).
Puf3p binds the RNA sequence 5′UGUANAUA3′, while yeast
Puf4p and Puf5p bind UGUR (R, purine)-containing sites, but
exhibit variations in length and sequence (10).
Canonical PUF proteins are composed of repeats of three
α-helices, arranged in a ramped triangle (11). Each three α-helix
unit is called a PUF repeat, eight of which are stacked on one
another to form a crescent. RNAs bind to the inner face of the
crescent, with one RNA base contacting one PUF repeat (12).
In general, one helix in each repeat contacts an RNA. These
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“RNA-recognition helices” are distinguished by the presence of
a particular pattern, characteristic of its RNA specificity: a small
amino acid (often glycine) is followed by two variable residues,
two hydrophobic residues, a variable residue, and a polar residue
(often lysine or arginine). GX1X2VVX3K is typical. In this pattern, X1 and X3 make polar, base-specific contacts with the RNA
base, whereas X2 stacks between bases (12). The X1, X2, and X3
residues together play a large role in encoding for the recognition of a specific RNA bases (13). These three residues are
termed a triplet (14) or tripartite recognition motif (TRM) (15).
S. cerevisiae Puf1p (Jsn1p) and the closely related protein,
Puf2p are termed “noncanonical,” in that they differ from most
PUF proteins in RNA-binding specificity, sequence motifs, and
numbers of repeats. Puf1p and Puf2p bind RNAs containing
5′UAAU3′, rather than the 5′UGUR3′ motif observed with all
other PUF proteins to date (16). Both proteins possess an RNArecognition motif, or RRM. Puf2p also possesses a low complexity region that can act as a prion (17). By sequence analysis,
Puf1p and Puf2p possess only four to six PUF repeats, rather
than the canonical eight. Moreover, the TRMs differ from those
in the canonical proteins. It is unclear how these proteins contact
their RNA targets or how the RRM or prion domains contribute
to function. Puf2p mRNA targets that are detected by immunopurification and microarray (RIP-microarray) are enriched in
mRNAs encoding membrane proteins (3), but Puf2p’s regulatory
effect on these mRNAs is unknown.
In this work, we perform HITS-CLIP (high-throughput sequencing
after UV crosslinking and immunoprecipitation) (18) and PARCLIP (Photoactivatable-Ribonucleoside-Enhanced Crosslinking
and Immunoprecipitation) (19) on wild-type Puf2p to determine
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Fig. 1. (A) Diagram of S. cerevisiae Puf2p. The true extent of the Puf2p PUF
domain is unknown. (B) A phylogenetic tree generated from the alignment
of PUF domains in the PUF2 family. PUF2-like PUF domains resemble each
other more than they do PUF4/5-like PUFs. Inside Ascomycota, 1 RRM is
present. Outside Ascomycota, 2 RRMs are present.

in vivo binding sites in target mRNAs. We determine that the N
terminus and RRM are not required to bind UAAU in vivo.
Compensatory mutants in the protein and RNA reveal that a
single Puf2p binds one UAAU sequence, such that two molecules bind the best targets. A mutant protein designed to bind
UAAG was dramatically redirected to that sequence in vivo.

were complex (see SI Appendix, Table S2 for statistics and Datasets
S1 and S2 for target lists). Because some mutant Puf2p datasets had
fewer reads, we designed a program that applies multiple high
stringency cutoffs to perform adequately with smaller datasets
(SI Appendix). We discarded all but the highest peak per gene for
subsequent analysis.
Puf2p HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP datasets correlated well
and both identified UAAU binding sites for Puf2p. To compare
HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP, we aligned sequenced reads to the
genome and examined the correlation in the raw number of
reads across all RNAs in regions that possessed 10 reads or more
in both samples (Fig. 2A). The two datasets were similar in size
(SI Appendix, Table S2), and correlated well (R2 = 0.87). Notable
differences in the HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP datasets confirm
the accuracy of the analyses: outliers in the PAR-CLIP datasets
include URA3, which is present on a plasmid in only the PARCLIP experiment to incorporate 4-thiouridine, and CIT2, which
has a particularly U-rich binding site context. The unbiased motiffinding algorithm DREME identified the sequence UAAU as
the top motif for HITS-CLIP, and HHUAAU for PAR-CLIP
(Fig. 2B). Enrichments of the motif were highly significant, with
P values of 10−111 for HITS-CLIP and 10−50 for PAR-CLIP.
Most peaks (>87%) were in mRNAs (Fig. 2C), and of those,
most (>56%) were in 3′UTRs or over stop codons (Fig. 2D).
Coverage over the top two targets, ZEO1 and PMA1, are shown
in Fig. 2E, which show an agreement in peak locations. In these
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Results
The PUF2 Family Is Ancient. To identify distinctive features of the

Puf2p-like family, we performed a phylogenetic analysis of PUF
proteins from 60 fungal species using PhylomeDB (20). PUF2-like
PUFs were identified in 42 species and possessed two characteristics: a conserved pattern of TRMs in the first four PUF repeats and
an N-terminal RRM (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Table S1). PUF2
family members possess at least one RRM. We created a phylogenetic tree of the PUF proteins from distantly related species,
aligning only the PUF domains (Fig. 1B). PUF2-like proteins form
a separate clade, distinct from that of the canonical PUF proteins,
Puf4p and Puf5p. We define the “PUF2 family” as proteins with the
conserved, noncanonical TRM pattern and at least one RRM.
The PUF2-like family is at least 400 million years old, because
PUF2-like proteins are present in both Ascomycota and Basidiomycota (21). The family has members in other top-level divisions of Fungi (e.g., Mucoromycotina, Chytridiomycota), but
not outside Fungi (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Table S1). Thus, the
PUF2-like family most likely descended from an early fungal ancestor that possessed two RRMs and a PUF2-like TRM pattern.
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RNA Targets of S. cerevisiae Puf2p. To identify RNAs targets of
S. cerevisiae Puf2p, we performed HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP with
strains expressing a C-terminally tagged Puf2p allele at the PUF2
genomic locus (18, 19). We use the term CLIP-seq to include
both methods. In these approaches, irradiation of intact cells with
UV light was used to covalently cross-link proteins to RNAs in
direct contact. In PAR-CLIP, the cells first were incubated with
RNA containing 4-thiouridine to enhance cross-linking efficiency
(19). Puf2p was then purified via the tag, and the attached segments of RNA identified by deep sequencing. Our protocol
differs slightly from previous methods, in that we performed both
ligations “on-bead,” which reduced the time required (Methods).
Although Puf2p is low in abundance (16), the CLIP-seq datasets
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Fig. 2. WT Puf2p binds UAAU in many targets. (A) Correlation in read depth
in regions more than 10 reads depth between CLIP-seq and PAR-CLIP of
Puf2p. (B) Motifs identified by DREME for untagged cells and Puf2p CLIP.
“Negative IP” refers to the CLIP protocol performed on cells lacking a tagged
protein. (C ) Puf2p predominantly binds mRNA. (D) Puf2p binds mostly in
3′UTRs or over the stop codon. (E) Read depth per million in the two top Puf2p
targets, ZEO1 and PMA1, and in an mRNA with a more common binding
pattern, BOI1. Peaks occur over UAAU clusters. (F) The average number of
UAAU sites in a peak as a function of gene rank. Ribbons represent SE.
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Puf2p Targets Are an RNA Regulon of the Cell Periphery. For Gene
Ontology (GO) analysis, we compiled a list of 625 Puf2p targets
appearing in at least three of the four WT Puf2p replicates, including both HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP. For all shared CLIP-seq
and PAR-CLIP targets, the top GO term was the cell periphery
(P < 10−9), followed by the plasma membrane (P < 10−6), mRNA
binding (P < 10−6), and cytoplasmic stress granules (P < 10−3).
Puf2p targets therefore comprise an RNA regulon of the cell periphery and RNA-binding proteins. Our data are consistent with
and extend prior RIP-microarray findings (3), and include multiple
subunits of the PMA1 proton pump, TPO1-3 polyamine transporters, and hexose transporters (HXT2, HXT3, and HXT6/7).
Regions Outside the PUF Domain Are Required for WT Binding
Patterns. To examine whether regions outside the PUF domain

affect RNA associations in vivo, we performed CLIP-seq on Puf2p
mutants. We tested proteins that lacked all regions outside the
PUF domain (“PUF domain”), the prion domain [Δpoly(N)], or
both the prion domain and the RRM [Δpoly(N)ΔRRM] (Fig. 3).
The isolated PUF domain had a highly distinct binding pattern,
with dramatically reduced numbers of targets (266 vs. 1,131 for
WT) (SI Appendix, Table S4). Nevertheless, DREME still identified UAAU (Fig. 3), revealing that the PUF domain is sufficient
to target UAAUs in vivo. However, only 59% of targets contained
UAAU as opposed to 73% with WT. Coverage depth correlated
poorly with WT Puf2p (∼0.5 Pearson’s). Sites in the coding sequence (CDS) and noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) were more common with the PUF domain alone (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Δpoly(N)
mutant Puf2p bound the same motif as WT, and 81% of 1,115
peaks contained a UAAU motif (SI Appendix, Table S4). We
conclude the Puf2p prion domain was dispensable for RNA
binding under these conditions. Δpoly(N)ΔRRM Puf2p bound the
same cognate motif, but site enrichment was reduced, and a higher
number of sites were detected in the CDS (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B).
To probe the accuracy of these conclusions, we performed
quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) as an alternative method to
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Fig. 3. CLIP-seq shows mutant Puf2p constructs bind UAAU. Mutant Puf2p
constructs are diagrammed on the left. Constructs are followed by the result
of unbiased motif finding, their number of targets at a high stringency
cutoff, and the percent of targets containing a UAAU motif.
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cases, Puf2p bound both the 5′ and 3′UTRs. BOI1 is a more
typical case, with a single enriched region in the 3′UTR.
To identify RNAs bound to Puf2p, we ranked targets by peak
height, normalized to dataset size. We ranked RNAs by complex
frequency (peak height) because it is the most direct measurement
obtained by CLIP-seq. Puf3p (a classical PUF) CLIP-seq data
from ref. 22 was used as a control. The mean number of UAAU
sites in a Puf2p peak is more than two for the top 100 targets (Fig.
2F). This number declines to a minimum of one UAAU for the
top ∼2,000 (low-stringency) targets by HITS-CLIP (SI Appendix,
Fig. S2). This level of enrichment is still well above the background of ∼0.4 from Puf3p, which indicates smaller peaks likely
result from genuine, but rare, complexes. The top 50 targets account for 54% of total peak height, indicating most Puf2p–RNA
complexes involve a limited number of targets. Similar results
were obtained for ranking by a statistic for enrichment over background (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
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Fig. 4. Puf2p peak locations are related to the position of highest motif
density. (A) Δpoly(N) Puf2p peaks are often near the position of highest
UAAU motif density (black line). The position of highest UAAU density is rarely
near the position of highest UAAG motif density (red line), indicating that an
alternative specificity Puf2p would frequently change binding site location.
Negative numbers represent peaks upstream of the predicted peak location.
(B) Genome-wide, the position of highest UAAU density is just after the stop
codon (black line). The position of highest UAAG density is more often in the
CDS (red line). Positive numbers depict positions downstream of the stop codon.

verify targets. We analyzed ZEO1 (the second highest Puf2p
target) and ACT1 (a nontarget) in RNAs from natively immunopurified complexes. The enrichment of ZEO1 vs. ACT1 was
reduced in the mutants, as predicted by our CLIP-seq data (SI
Appendix, Fig. S4). The increased abundance of the ΔRRM and
PUF domain mutant proteins may contribute to this effect (SI
Appendix, Fig. S5). Δpoly(N)ΔRRM and PUF domain proteins
appear to have reduced discrimination between RNAs.
Factors Affecting Target Selection. The median number of UAAU
motifs for a S. cerevisiae RNA is nine, compared with zero or one
for canonical PUF proteins. However, Puf2p does not yield an
order of magnitude more mRNA targets. We therefore anticipated that, in addition to the motif, other parameters influenced
binding. We used a machine learning approach and trained a
random forests algorithm (23) to predict the top 200 Puf2p targets,
using the Δpoly(N) Puf2p dataset because it is the largest dataset
with WT specificity. Features identified as important by machine
learning were also enriched in the top 200 over all genes: increased
RNA abundance [RNA-seq (24), P = 10−64], 15-fold increased ribosome profiling coverage [RPKM, ref. 25, P = 10−146], 1.8-fold
increased number of motifs in the largest motif cluster (P value
10−56) and 1.3-fold increase in total motif number (P = 10−5).
These results are consistent with binding being a function of both
RNA abundance and affinity.
We also predicted peak locations by fitting a Gaussian kernel
to motif occurrences, double- counting motifs in the 3′UTR and
predicting the highest peak of the gene at the highest point of the
probability distribution. The predicted peak locations correlated
with the actual highest peak per gene for Puf2p targets (Fig. 4A).
For genes with at least two UAAU motifs, 42% of actual peaks
(and 57% of the top 200) were within 100 nt of the predicted
location, vs. 34% for a control CAUA site (P < 10−15 by Fisher’s
exact test). Thus, Puf2p binds preferentially in vivo at regions
with the highest motif density.
R1 of Puf2p Binds the Fourth U of a Single UAAU Motif. In vivo targets bound best by WT Puf2p contain two or more UAAU motifs
(see above), consistent with in vitro studies (16). Two models of
Puf2p-RNA association can be considered for the four TRMs of
the PUF2 clade (Fig. 5A). First, a single Puf2p molecule could bind
both UAAU motifs (eight bases). In this case, the region after PUF
repeats 1–4 would bind RNA in unknown fashion (Fig. 5A, Left).
Alternatively, a single Puf2p molecule could bind one UAAU
motif, such that two Puf2p molecules bound a dual UAAU site
(Fig. 5A, Right). In either model, by analogy to the TRMs and
Porter et al.
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a monomeric UAAG (RNA 5), and not at all to RNAs with two
UAAUs (RNA 1). It also failed to bind an RNA without either
site (RNA 2). Thus, WT and reengineered proteins bind with
largely reciprocal specificities (e.g., RNA 1 vs. RNA 4). Overlapping
UAAU sites (UAAUAAU), which are enriched in the CLIP data
with WT Puf2p, bound only weakly (RNA 6); R1 SNE Puf2p failed
to bind analogous sequences bearing UAAG (RNAs 7 and 8).
We performed complementary analyses by using the WT
Puf2p target PMP2 as the starting sequence. The WT RNA
(RNA 10) possesses an overlapping element, UAAUAAU, and a
single UAAU. Bases in one or more UAAU sequences were
changed to G (Fig. 5D). The WT protein bound wild-type RNA
(RNA 10), but not vector RNA, which lacks both elements
(RNA 11). It also bound RNAs with tandem UAAU motifs (RNAs
12–14), but not to an RNA carrying only one of these (RNA 15).
Into these single mutants, we then introduced second mutations
that eliminated the downstream UAAU. These RNAs (RNAs
16–19), some of which possess a single UAAU, failed to bind the
WT protein. However, the mutant RNA that now carried two
UAAG sequences bound the SNE mutant protein well (RNA
19). Analysis of a series of substitutions in the terminal UAAU
(RNAs 20–23) revealed that an RNA with a single UAAG bound
more weakly than a mutant with two UAAGs (RNA 23 vs. 19).
RNAs with overlapping UAAU sites bound the WT protein, although context effects were apparent (RNAs 20–23), and were
more closely examined in SI Appendix, Fig. S8.
The data support the model depicted in Fig. 5B (Right), in
which repeat 1 of Puf2p contacts the fourth base of UAAU.
Moreover, because the SNE protein binds more tightly to RNAs
with two UAAG sequences, we conclude that each of two Puf2p
molecules binds a 4-nt site.
R1 SNE Puf2p Bound Its Target Motif with Enhanced Specificity. PUF
proteins are used widely to reengineer RNA specificity and
target specific mRNAs in vivo (26–29), yet the RNA occupancies
of those redesigned PUF proteins across the transcriptome have
not been determined. Our compensatory mutant analysis enabled us to do so. We performed CLIP-seq on R1 SNE Puf2p.
Based on our three-hybrid data, we predicted that R1 SNE Puf2p
would bind UAAG in the cell. DREME identified the UAAG
motif at a dramatic P value of 10−291 in R1 SNE peaks (Fig. 6A,
additional motif in SI Appendix, Table S3). Roughly 1.3 UAAG
sites were found per peak (Fig. 6B, Left). The preference of the
wild-type protein for UAAU disappeared in the SNE variant
(Fig. 6B, Right). Out of the 1,843 R1 SNE Puf2p targets, 83%
contained a UAAG in their peak, providing a significant enrichment of the UAAG motif and providing a striking enrichment of the UAAG motif over the control Puf3p peaks (P value
10−289, SI Appendix, Table S3). R1 SNE therefore associated
with its target motif with high specificity, exceeding that of WT
Puf2p in statistical significance. R1 SNE Puf2p still associated
predominantly with mRNA (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). We conclude
that R1 SNE Puf2p was effectively retargeted to UAAG motifs
in vivo.
R1 SNE Puf2p Targets Overlap WT and Depend Less on Motif Clusters.

Fig. 5. (A) Two models for Puf2–RNA interactions. (B) Predicted interactions
given the two models. (C and D) Compensatory mutants in the yeast threehybrid assay show one Puf2p binds one UAAU site, with R1 contacting the
first U. Nucleotides differing from the WT RNA sequence are in red, and all
UAAU and UAAG sequences are highlighted.

Porter et al.

Top SNE targets have fewer motifs per peak than WT Puf2p (1.3
vs. >2), and, unlike WT Puf2p, motif number in a peak shows
little dependence on peak height (Fig. 6B and SI Appendix, Fig.
S2). R1 SNE reads per gene correlates with RNA abundance
more closely than Δpoly(N) Puf2p (0.47 vs. 0.21, Pearson R),
consistent with less reliance on uncommon features, such as the
presence of a large motif cluster. This result is consistent with the
binding to a monomeric UAAG site observed in our three-hybrid
data (Fig. 5D). The short site results in 44% of the top 200
targets being shared, although site locations differ. Applying the
WT random forests model generated an AUC > 0.9, whereas a
model built with the mutant protein identified similar important
PNAS | December 29, 2015 | vol. 112 | no. 52 | 15871
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orientations of canonical PUF proteins, the first PUF2 repeat
would be predicted to bind the fourth U in UAAU (5′UAAU3′).
To test these models, we analyzed compensatory protein and
RNA mutants in yeast three-hybrid assays, in which we expressed
Puf2p and a target RNA sequence. Binding of a protein to RNA
results in the production of β-galactosidase, whose level parallels
binding affinity (16). The TRM of repeat 1, NTQ, was mutated
to SNE, which recognizes guanosine in other PUF proteins
(13). RNAs predicted to bind most tightly by the two models
are given in Fig. 5B. If Puf2p bound as a monomer, it would
bind 5′UAAUNNNUAAG3′. If it bound as a dimer, it would bind
5′UAAGNNNUAAG3′. We first tested binding to RNA sequences
derived from the binding elements of ARF1 mRNA.
WT Puf2p bound an RNA derived from ARF1 that possessed
two UAAU sequences (RNA 1, Fig. 5C), but not RNAs with
either zero or one (RNAs 2 and 3). In contrast, R1 SNE Puf2p
bound tightly to RNA with two UAAG sites (RNA 4), weakly to
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of WT or R1 SNE Puf2p show statistically significant repression by
their cognate protein (Dataset S3 and SI Appendix, Fig. S12 and
Table S7). SI Appendix, Fig. S12 depicts RNA levels for the top
100 targets of each protein. Each dot represents a single mRNA.
For example, the abundances of PMP2 and PMA1 mRNAs (highranked targets of Puf2p) decreased in the presence of the WT
protein. Taken as a group, the top 100 targets of Puf2p are decreased in abundance by Puf2p (P < 0.05, two-tailed t test, median
effect −2.7%), whereas the top 100 R1 SNE Puf2p targets are not
(P > 0.4, median −1.6%). Conversely, R1 SNE Puf2p represses its
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Fig. 6. R1 SNE Puf2p binds UAAG in the cell. (A) DREME identifies a UAAG
site for R1 SNE Puf2p. (B) The relationship between UAAG and UAAU motifs
and peak height for R1 SNE Puf2p shows complete retargeting.

factors as WT, such as RNA abundance and ribosome coverage
(P < 10−258 for enrichment).
R1 SNE Puf2p Leaves the 3′UTR. All known PUF proteins, including
Puf2p, bind predominantly in the 3′UTR. Upon redesign, however, R1 SNE Puf2p dramatically changed binding location. For
example, the top R1 SNE Puf2p target is SOD1, which has a
UAAU cluster in the 5′UTR and a rare triple UAAG cluster in
the 3′UTR. R1 SNE Puf2p exchanged the 5′UTR binding site in
WT for the 3′UTR binding site (Fig. 7A). R1 SNE Puf2p’s
change in binding site in the top four WT Puf2p targets is shown
in Fig. 7A. In PMA1 mRNA, binding moved from the UTRs with
WT into the CDS with the R1 SNE mutant, appearing over a
dual UAAG site; in PMP2 and ZEO1, binding simply was lost in
the SNE protein, whereas with MRH1, a new peak appeared
near the 3′UTR. Globally, WT Puf2p signal peaks in the 3′UTR
and R1 SNE Puf2p signal peaks over the stop codon (Fig. 7B),
close to prediction (Fig. 4B). Fig. 7C shows the expression level
(24) of all UAAU or UAAG motifs occurring in mRNA. Each
point on the x axis represents a single nucleotide position in an
mRNA relative to the stop codon. The y axis represents the log10
expression level of that motif. On a global level, both UAAU and
UAAG motifs are found at stop codons, because UAA is a stop
codon (Fig. 7C). However, there is an increased density of UAAU
motifs in 3′UTRs, namely the 0- to 200-nt region of the x axis,
relative to UAAG. This difference in clustering is mirrored in the
CLIP-seq signal at motif sites (Fig. 7C, Lower). We conclude that
the difference in targeting of WT and R1 SNE Puf2p is due to
changes in target site locations (see SI Appendix, Fig. S6 for
additional support).
WT and Reengineered Puf2p Repress Target RNAs. To test the biological activities of WT and SNE proteins, we first expressed
the proteins in cells bearing a LacZ reporter linked to the 3′UTRs
of various mRNAs. WT Puf2p reduced protein produced from a
reporter bearing the WT PMP2 3′UTR, but not a mutant (UAAG)
form of the same UTR (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). Instead, the UAAG
form was repressed by the SNE protein. Repression due to Puf2p
was confirmed in assays in which an integrated HIS3 reporter was
linked to WT and mutant forms of the PMP2 3′UTR (SI Appendix,
Fig. S10). In addition, both the WT and SNE proteins reduced the
abundances of strong target mRNAs in vivo, such as the repression
of ZEO1 by WT Puf2p and ARF1 by R1 SNE Puf2p, as measured
by qRT-PCR (SI Appendix, Fig. S11).
To probe the effects on RNA abundance globally, we performed RNA-seq by using cells that carried either WT or SNE
mutant Puf2p, or which lacked Puf2p entirely. The top 100 targets
15872 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1508501112
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Fig. 7. The designer PUF R1 SNE Puf2p follows its motif locations. (A) An
alteration of Puf2p specificity results in different patterns in different mRNA.
SOD1 is the top R1 SNE Puf2p target. R1 SNE Puf2p changes from a 5′UTR to
3′UTR binding site in SOD1 upon redesigning its specificity. The top four targets
of WT Puf2p are also pictured. (B) WT Puf2p binding peaks in the 3′UTR,
whereas R1 SNE Puf2p binding peaks over the stop codon and decays roughly
symmetrically on both sides. Color represents averaged signal strength across all
targets, with the CDS normalized to 1 kb. (C) UAAU motifs are clustered in
3′UTRs, whereas UAAG motifs are not. UAAU or UAAG motifs (counting
overlapping sites as two sites) in mRNA are depicted as a scatter plot. The y axis
is log10 reads per million. The x axis is the distance to the stop codon in nucleotides, with positive numbers in the 3′UTR. RNA-seq signal is given at Top,
followed by coverage from Δpoly(N) Puf2p (WT), and R1 SNE Puf2p at Bottom.
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Discussion
Puf2p’s sequence specificity, TRM pattern, and RRM are unique
among PUF proteins. We find nonetheless that the PUF2 family
is ancient, having arisen early in the fungal lineage. The in vivo
Puf2p binding sites determined here by HITS-CLIP expand the
number of mRNA targets ∼15-fold compared with prior microarray studies (3). Puf2p defines a regulon of the cell periphery
and of mRNA-binding proteins, much as Puf3p defines a regulon
of mRNAs with mitochondria-related functions (3). In addition,
we find that Puf2p can repress target mRNAs, including ZEO1
and PMP2. The reengineered PUF protein binds a different set
of sites, creating a new regulatory network. The highest ranked
targets are commonly regulated at the level of RNA abundance
for both the natural and reengineered proteins.
Long, unstructured regions are common in PUF proteins.
poly(N/Q) domains are conserved among PUF proteins, but their
role in RNA-binding is unknown (30). In Puf2p, the poly(N) prion
domain of Puf2p had no strong effect on RNA binding, although
additional regions outside the PUF domain may affect the discrimination between targets.
Compensatory mutant experiments show that one Puf2p binds
one UAAU site, with the final U contacting the first PUF repeat.
The designer PUF R1 SNE Puf2p finds its target site in half the
expressed yeast genome, and binding is no longer focused on the
3′UTR. Puf2p is therefore a 3′UTR binding protein primarily
because UAAU clusters are located in 3′UTRs.
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Our designer PUF data also suggests that, in the absence of
evolutionary selection, the in vivo RNA interactions of a given
RNA-binding protein are biased to translation-related genes
simply by their RNA abundance. Top targets of R1 SNE Puf2p
no longer contained the GO terms found in top WT Puf2p targets. Instead, terms related to rRNA and translation characterized the top R1 SNE Puf2p targets, presumably due to their high
expression level.
Puf2p’s cognate motif is low in complexity relative to classical
PUFs. Analyses of WT and redesigned proteins with different
lengths of sites and varyingly stringencies of specificity are needed
to enhance our understanding of the relationship between specificity and binding in vivo, and our ability to accurately predict
in vivo behaviors of designer proteins.
Methods
CLIP-seq. Strains carrying Puf2p tagged C-terminally with a tandem affinity
purification (TAP) tag were subjected to UV cross-linking for WT HITS-CLIP
and PAR-CLIP. Mutant Puf2p constructs were expressed from a plasmid and
grown in synthetic media. To identify protein–RNA interaction sites by CLIPseq, we used three cutoffs: a raw peak height cutoff, a Poisson distribution
(of the CLIP data, rather than a control) in the exons of the target gene, and
a comparison with RNA-seq data (22), modeled as a negative binomial (NB)
distribution (process diagrammed in SI Appendix, Fig. S1). We defined a
“low” stringency as a raw read cutoff of 10, a Poisson P value of 10−6 and a
NB P value of 10−4. A “high” stringency was defined as a raw read cutoff of
20, a Poisson P value of 10−7, and a NB P value of 10−8. Because of an apparently helpful quirk in the pipeline, NB P values are overestimated or
underestimated (SI Appendix). A high stringency was applied in all analysis
unless indicated otherwise. Full CLIP-seq protocol and analysis methods are
in SI Appendix, and all HITS is available under NCBI accession no. GSE73274.
RNA-seq, Synthesis of 4-Thiouridine from Uridine, qRT-PCR, HIS3 and lacZ
Reporters, and Yeast Three-Hybrid Assays. See SI Appendix.
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top 100 at high significance (P < 10−6, median −7.3%), and not the
WT network (P > 0.05, median −3.7%). ARF1, the third-ranked
R1 SNE Puf2p target, was the mRNA most significantly decreased
in abundance in cells bearing R1 SNE Puf2p (SI Appendix, Fig. S12
and Tables S8 and S9). The mild effect observed for the overall
network indicates direct binding by PUF proteins exerts a small
effect on many RNAs, only detectable in aggregate. We note also
the tendency to conserve targets results in a tendency to conserve
some regulation (SI Appendix, Fig. S11). We conclude that both
WT and redesigned Puf2p proteins repress their targets at least in
part through effects on RNA abundance, and that the redesigned
PUF protein represses a novel RNA network.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION APPENDIX

Synthesis of 4-thiouridine from uridine
4-Thiouridine was synthesized from commercially available uridine following literature
procedures (Fig S7) (1-3). Characterization data matched the literature reports (3).

HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP
The CLIP-seq protocol is based on (4) and (5).

CLIP buffers (used in the protocol described below)
1X CBB buffer
25 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0
150 mM NaCl
10 mM β-mercaptoethanol
0.1% NP-40
1 mM imidazole
1 mM MgAcetate
2 mM CaCl2
1X CEB buffer
25 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0
150 mM NaCl
10 mM β-mercaptoethanol
0.1% NP-40
1 mM imidazole
1 mM MgCl2
2 mM EGTA
1X High salt
50 mM Tris HCl 7.4
1 M NaCl
1 mM EDTA
1% NP-40

0.1 % SDS
0.5% NaDeoxyCholate
PNK buffer 1
20 mM Tris HCl 7.4
10 mM MgCl2
0.2 % Tween-20
PNK buffer 2
50 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4
10 mM MgCl2
0.5% NP-40
PNK+
50 mM TrisHCl 7.4
20 mM EGTA
0.5% NP-40
5X PNK pH 6.5 (aliquot)
350 mM TrisHCl pH 6.5
50 mM MgCl2
25 mM DTT
1X PK Buffer
100 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4
50 mM NaCl
10 mM EDTA

Strains, growth and lysis. WT Puf2p was TAP-tagged at its genomic locus (strain
obtained from Open Biosystems). Mutant, TAP-tagged Puf2p constructs were
expressed from a CYC1 promoter on a CEN plasmid. Δpoly(N) Puf2p is a.a. 1-1016
Puf2p. PUF domain Puf2p is a.a. 464-893 Puf2p. ΔRRMΔpoly(N) Puf2p is Δ311-400 in
Δpoly(N) Puf2p.
WT Puf2p cells were grown to 0.5-1.0 OD660 in YPAD for HITS-CLIP. WT Puf2p cells for
PAR-CLIP and cells expressing mutant Puf2p were grown in synthetic media to the

same OD. Cells were frozen in 10-15 ml CBB with Roche EDTA-free protease inhibitor
by dropping in liquid nitrogen. Cells were lysed by grinding for 15 min with mortar and
pestle.

Purification and 3’ligation (Day 1)
1. Wash 400-800 µL/sample calmodulin-agarose beads 3x CBB, rotating for 10 min.
2. Centrifuge at low speed (3 krpm) for 5 min.
3. Add 100 U/ ml RNAsin and 1:20,000 dilution RNAse ONE.
4. Incubate in 37°C water bath for 5 min.
5. Centrifuge 5 min at 12 krpm.
6. Incubate 1 hour with calmodulin beads 4°C.
7. Wash 400-800 µL/sample Dynabeads Sheep anti-Mouse IgG (Life Technologies)
3x CEB, rotating for 10 min.
8. Wash column 2x5 ml CBB, then 2x5 ml CBB (0.2% NP-40) on column.
9. Incubate with 3 ml CEB 45 min at 4°C on rocking platform and collect in 15 ml
tube. Elute further with 2x1 ml CEB and pool.
10. Incubate anti-Mouse IgG beads with eluate for 1 h at 4°C with RNAsin and
protease inhibitor on rocking platform.
11. Wash with high salt (10 min at 4°C on rocking platform), transfer to new tube.
12. Wash twice with PNK buffer 1, then 10 min 37°C in:
•

45 µL H2O, 12 µL 5X PNK pH 6.5 buffer, 1.5 µL NEB PNK, 1.5 µL RNAsin

13. Wash 2X PNK+, 2x high salt, 2x PNK buffer 1. Transfer to a PCR striptube and
step down volume.
14. 3’ ligation per 20 µL (use ~80 µL total vol.):
•

11.9 µL H2O, 1.8 µL 10X buffer, 1 µL Ligase, 0.5 RNAsin, 1.5 µL L3
adapter, 4 µL PEG400.

•

Incubate 16°C rotating 3 h to overnight in strip-tube.

5’ ligation (Day 2)
1. Wash 1x high salt.
2. Wash 2x PNK.
3. PNK (in Eppendorf tube):

•

2 µL 10X buffer, 1µL PNK, 2 µL 10 mM ATP, 14 µL H2O, 1 µL RNAsin

•

Incubate 10 min at 37°C. Shake 1000 RPM for 15 sec every 4 min.

4. Wash 2x PNK+, 1X high salt, 2X PNK buffer 2
5. 5’ ligation (in strip-tube):
•

2 µL 10X, 2 µL BSA, 2 µL 10 mM ATP, 2 µL 5’ linker 20 µM, 11.5 µL H2O,
0.5 µL T4 RNA ligase, 0.5 µL RNAsin

•

16°C rotating 2 h to overnight.

6. Gel and transfer:
•

Add ~10 µL PNK+, ~20 µL 4X NuPAGE loading dye, ~4 µL NuPAGE
reducing agent.

•

Heat for 10 min at 70°C. Do not chill.

•

Load on NuPAGE gel. Run according to manufacturer’s instructions.

•

Transfer to nitrocellulose membrane 1 h at 100 V, using the NuPAGE
transfer buffer.

7. Proteinase K digestion:
•

Pre-incubate >200 µL 1X proteinase K buffer with 1.3 mg/ml proteinase K
at 37°C for 14 min.

•

Add 200 µL pre-incubated buffer to membrane slice. Incubate 30 min to 4
h at 37°C.

•

Add 200 µL PK+7M urea solution. Incubate 30 min 37°C.

•

Prepare phase-lock tube 25 sec, 14 kRCF.

8. Combine PK extraction with 400 µL phenol-chloroform in phase-lock tube.
9. Mix 5 min at 30°C, 1100 RPM.
10. Spin 5 min, 13 kRPM. Transfer to new tube.
11. Precipitate with 0.7 µL GlycoBlue (Life Technologies), 40 µL 3 M NaOAc, 1 ml
100% EtOH.
12. Place -20°C overnight.
Reverse transcription (Day 3)
1. Spin down pellet 30 min at 4°C.
2. Wash pellet 3x 500 µL 80% ethanol.

•

Large, white pellets are too salty to make cDNA. In general, pellets can be
washed down to the blue core of GlycoBlue.

3. Combine 8 µL RNA and 2 µL RTP primer 5 µM.
4. Heat 65°C 5 min. Chill and quick spin.
5. Add 1 µL 10 mM dNTPs, 2 µL H2O, 1 µL 0.1 M DTT, 4 µL 5X RT buffer, 1 µL
RNAsin, 1 µL SSIII.
6. Incubate 50°C for 50 min, 55°C for 10 min, 90°C for 5 min. Hold at 4°C.
PCR
1. Combine 10 µL 5X Phusion buffer, 1 µL RP1 primer (10 µM), 1 µL index primer
(10 µM), 1.25 dNTPs (10 mM), 32.25 µL water, 4°C RT product and 0.5 µL
Phusion.
2. Run 30 sec 98°C, then 26 cycles of 10 sec 98°C, 30 sec 60°C, 15 sec 72°C.
Finish with 10 min at 72°C and hold at 4°C.
•

Initial tests are done with 1-2 µL RT product and 18, 26 and 35 cycles to
identify the lowest cycle number that gives a smear.

3. Clean-up with a PCR clean-up kit before high-throughput sequencing.

Yeast three-hybrid assays
The yeast three-hybrid assay was performed as described previously (6). Sequences
are described in Tables S5-S6. The compensatory mutant experiment was performed
with pGADT7-Puf2p (1-1016) (Δpoly(N)) as WT specificity Puf2p. R1 SNE Puf2p was
pGADT7-Puf2p (1-1016) R1 NTQ to SNE. The sequences from PMP2 and ARF1 used
in the three-hybrid are described in Tables S5 and S6.

Sequence analysis
The phylogenetic tree in Fig 1B was constructed using COBALT (7). TRMs were
extracted from an alignment from (8) using custom scripts.

Data analysis
Duplicate removal and mapping. Fastq-mcf was run on the raw fastq files to remove
the adapter and remove duplicate reads, using the first 35 bases (fastq-mcf adapters.fa

-D 35). Because the first five bases are a random adapter, reads that map to the same
place but differ in their adapter are retained. Because all experiments are collapsed to
their unique reads at the very first step, further processing is faster, and samples are
immediately comparable. This method does not control for sequencing error, a problem
with highly over-sequenced samples. We also wrote scripts that filter mapped reads
using information saved from the random barcode, but this method was slower and
more complex than simply filtering the raw fastq files with fastq-mcf.

Reads were mapped to the EF4 genome using bowtie2 (bowtie2 –x genome –U fastq –
phred33 –local). Poor quality reads, and reads mapping to multiple places in the
genome, were removed by filtering with samtools view –q 7. PAR-CLIP reads are
heavily UV-damaged, so a relatively generous cutoff is applied.

Peak finding. The CLIP-seq peak caller written for this work is found at
github.com/dfporter.

We reasoned that an experimenter generally has a lower bar for what they would
consider a peak. As a result, only such regions of the genome need be investigated.
Regions of at least 10 reads raw coverage were extracted as a first step.

For each region, the highest point is found, and the peak is extended until coverage
drops to 20% of the peak height. Overlapping peaks are merged. Peaks were assigned
to the closest gene. We took only the highest peak per gene.

A Poisson p value was calculated for each peak. This was done by binning the targeted
gene and counting the number of reads in the given CLIP-seq experiment falling in each
bin. Reads were placed according to their 5’ position, so they were not counted in more
than one bin. The bin size was 50 bp. Introns were discarded. The average number of
reads in a bin was taken to be λ, the single Poisson parameter, from which is obtained
the p value as the chance of obtaining a peak as high as that observed in the peak in a

bin. This number is multiplied by the number of bins in the gene to give the used p
value.

In the case of ribosomal loci, signal is modeled in the 1 kbp region around the peak,
rather than by gene. Originally, the software applied this method across the genome,
but the local method had the undesirable effect that many tRNAs were called in smaller
datasets using the local method.

RNA-seq or a negative IP was used to calculate a negative binomial p value. This is
also done by binning the assigned gene and placing the 5’ ends of the control dataset
into bins. We discarded bins with zero reads. The negative binomial requires two
parameters, which were fit using R. Resulting p values were multiplied by the number of
bins in the given gene to obtain the peak’s p value. An important note is that our
programs treated control datasets exactly the same as experimental datasets, except
that there was no removal of random 5-mer adapters if none were present, and that this
included the removal of duplicate reads from fastq files when the input was RNA-seq.
We noticed this odd decision increased enrichment of the binding site >2% in HITSCLIP (and did not change the PAR-CLIP enrichment). Since enrichment of the binding
site was our metric for correct program performance, we left the oddity in place. An
effect of this decision is that the abundances of very abundant genes are underestimated, while other genes are over-estimated (due to the change in the normalization
factor based on dataset size). NB p values are therefore over-estimates for low
abundance genes and under-estimates for abundant genes, which apparently balances
out to a more accurate picture of binding. This may be due to NB and Poisson
comparisons being more valuable (in maximizing motif enrichment) at opposite ends of
the abundance spectrum. Our Poisson p value cutoff is very low (10-6 for the low
stringency cutoff), meaning that all peaks are peaks by the conventional standard of
being a region of unlikely deep CLIP-seq coverage, and that less than one false target
is expected by this metric.

HITS-CLIP samples were controlled using RNA-seq of wild-type yeast cells grown to log
phase in synthetic complete media, at 2% glucose, using data from (9) (specifically
GSM1299413). PAR-CLIP samples were controlled using RNA-seq of cells grown to log
phase in synthetic media in the presence of 4-thiouridine, using data from (10)
(specifically GSM1070246).
We used a height of 10 reads, a Poisson p value of 10-6, and a NB p value of 10-4 for
the low cutoff and a height of 20 reads, a Poisson p value of 10-7, and a NB p value of
10-8 for the high cutoff.

For the R1 SNE mutant, which overall provided the largest dataset, there was no
decrease in site enrichment between high and low stringency cutoffs (Table S4, Fig S2),
indicating the low cutoff is more accurate. We therefore used the low cutoff for the R1
SNE mutant. A low cutoff was also applied when combining replicates for GO analysis.

Prediction of mRNA targets
Binding location within mRNA. Histograms in Fig 4 are fit to a Gaussian kernel for
easier visualization. When identifying the position of maximum motif density, both UAAU
and UAAG 3’UTR motifs are counted twice to improve the fit. When determining the
accuracy of the site, true peak locations were defined as the center of the peak range.
Identification of factors important for binding. We ranked Δpoly(N) Puf2p and R1
SNE targets by height, and took the top 200 targets as the set of frequent targets.
Presence in this set was defined as the dependent variable. Additional gene expression
data was obtained from (10). mRNA localization and ribosome profiling data were
obtained from (11) and (12). Only genes with data in both (10) and (11) were included.
The random forests model (13) was built using Δpoly(N) Puf2p (on the site UAAU) and
then applied to R1 SNE Puf2p. Performance of the prediction was evaluated with the
ROCR package (14).

RNA-seq
RNA was extracted from log phase S. cerevisiae in minimal media according to
published protocols (15). Stranded libraries were prepared for 100 bp single read
sequencing on a HiSeq 2000 (Illumina) using poly(A) selection and the TruSeq v3 kit
(Illumina). Analysis utilized 4 biological replicates of Δpuf2 BY4742 (Open Biosystems)
cells expressing R1 SNE Puf2p, 3 replicates of cells expressing Δpoly(N) Puf2p
(referred to as WT Puf2p in this context), and 4 replicates of cells transformed with an
empty vector. Puf2p constructs were expressed from a CYC1 promoter on a CEN
plasmid. After mapping to the EF4 genome, reads were assigned to genes using HTSeq
(16), and differential expression was determined using DESeq2 (17) with an adjusted p
value cutoff of 0.05. DESeq2 was run with the default settings, except at 0.05 FDR, as
described in the DESeq2 manual vignette. DESeq2 calculates adjusted p values by the
Wald test, followed by the Benjamini and Hochberg method to correct for multiple
comparisons. The p values in tables S9-S11 are the Benjamini and Hochberg adjusted
p values. Sensitivity for mild effects on the most frequent 100 targets is increased
because the most frequent 100 targets are mostly abundant RNAs. We compared
multiple MAPQ cutoffs, and found that applying high filters removed the vast majority of
reads from strong WT Puf2p targets that exist as duplicate genes or near-duplicates,
including PMP2, PMP1, PHO11, PHO12, HXT6 and HXT7, due to nucleotide similarity
between paralogs. Dataset 3 includes both the results without filtering and with a MAPQ
>= 20 filter; we assume the filtered results are necessary for other investigators, if
harder to discuss in a single paragraph of the main text. All conclusions in the main text
are true for both, except the significance of R1 SNE’s repression of the WT network
changes from p value 0.077 to 0.02 with MAPQ filtering, crossing the 0.05 threshold.
We chose to present results for the unfiltered data, as the inclusion of the expected
PMP1/2 was more important for accuracy than the issues associated with allowing a
read to have multiple alignments. In either case, the effect of R1 SNE on the WT
network is roughly half its effect on its own network, consistent with retaining roughly
half the WT targets (by median reduction of the top 100 targets, filtered: cognate
network: 5.4%, non-cognate network: 3.3%; unfiltered: cognate network: 7.3%, noncognate network: 3.7%).

qRT-PCR
RNA was extracted from log phase Δpuf2 BY4742 S. cerevisiae in minimal media using
the same vector constructs and RNA extraction used for RNA-seq (15). RNAs were
reverse transcribed using oligo(dT) primers. Amplification was performed using Taqman
probes (Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. We
performed 3 technical replicates of 6 or 7 biological replicates, and analyzed using the
ΔΔCq method. The spreadsheet provided by (18) was used to estimate abundances. P
values were determined by t-test.

Reporter assays for regulation
HIS3. The HIS3 repression assay was performed as described previously (19). BY4742
cells lacking both the PUF2 and HIS3 genes (Open Biosystems) were transformed with
vectors expressing the indicated protein or RNA. The HIS3 gene was expressed on a
vector with the tested 3’UTR. 3-AT denotes 3-Amino-1,2,4-triazole, a HIS3 inhibitor
added to increase stringency. Converting all UAAUs to UAAGs created the PMP2 mut
construct.
β-galactosidase. Reporter constructs comprised β-galactosidase under the CYC1
promoter, followed by the tested 3’UTR. All expression levels were obtained from six
biological replicates, each measured at four stages of growth in log phase. Protein
levels were determined by taking the expression value at OD660 = 0.45 estimated from
the measured OD660 values. All measurements were taken in Δpuf2 BY4742 cells. βgalactosidase levels were first normalized to β-galactosidase expression in Δpuf2
BY4742 cells bearing an empty expression vector.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig S1 Diagram of analysis pipeline.

Fig S2 Correlation between NB p value and metrics for motif enrichment and peak
geometry. Genes are ranked by NB p value. A low stringency cutoff is applied here. Not
all experiments have the same number of targets, so lines terminate at different ranks.
Ribbons represent standard error.

Fig S3 A Fraction of RNA targets of the given type, for each CLIP-seq experiment. B
Fraction of mRNA peaks in each region of the RNA.

Fig S4 Puf2p mutants have reduced discrimination between RNAs. Results of RIP,
followed by qRT-PCR for top Puf2p target ZEO1 normalized to actin, ACT1 (3 biological
replicates, each with 3 technical replicates).

Fig S5 A Example western blot of Puf2p mutants and actin expression in lysate. B
Levels of Puf2p mutant proteins by western blot, normalized to actin protein expression
levels in the same cells, and then normalized by replicate to Δpoly(N) Puf2p. Squares
represent replicates. The PUF domain of Puf2p is highly stabilized relative to other
Puf2p constructs.

Fig S6 Relative enrichment of CLIP-seq signal over RNA-seq signal at dual motifs in the
given location.

Fig S7 Scheme 1 New synthesis of 4SU.

Fig S8 Binding to the overlapping UAAUAAU site in PMP2 requires a downstream two
nucleotides for a full cognate motif of UAAUAAUUA. All peaks with significant binding (p
< 0.05, t-test) compared to the empty vector control are marked with an asterisk.

Fig S9 Puf2p represses β-galactosidase reporters through binding its cognate RNA
element in 3’UTRs. Reporter constructs comprised CYC1 promoter-driven βgalactosidase followed by a 3’UTR from either PMP2 or ARF1. A mutant PMP2 3’UTR
was constructed in which UAAUs were converted to UAAG, and a mutant ARF1 3’UTR
was constructed in which UAAGs were converted to UAAU. Tested 3’UTRs are
diagramed on the left. When WT Puf2p is expressed, both PMP2 and ARF1 3’UTRs are
repressed when the 3’UTR contains UAAU sites, and not in the case of UAAG sites.
When R1 SNE Puf2p is expressed, there is an indirect activation of the reporter, an
effect also observed when no 3’UTR is present. However, the expression of R1 SNE
Puf2p represses the UAAG-containing PMP2 mutant, and not the UAAU form. The
effect of R1 SNE Puf2p on UAAG-containing ARF1 RNA was not significantly different
than its effect on the UAAU-containing ARF1 RNA. This may be caused by the low
number of UAAG sites (two) and insufficient sensitivity at the given replicate number.
Asterisks mark cases in which β-galactosidase activity for the 3’UTR bearing the
cognate site (i.e., UAAU for WT Puf2p) is significantly different from the non-cognate
3’UTR (UAAG for WT Puf2p) at p value < 0.05 by t-test. All expression levels were
obtained from six biological replicates (except one n=5 set), each measured at four
stages of growth in log phase, and β-galactosidase expression levels from the resulting
curve at OD660 0.45 were used for comparison.

Fig S10 Puf2p represses a HIS3 reporter with a PMP2 3’UTR. BY4742 cells lacking
both PUF2 and HIS3 genes were transformed with vectors expressing the indicated
protein or RNA. In the right column, cells were grown in the absence of histidine and
presence 3-aminotriazole, and therefore required the expression of the HIS3 reporter to
grow. The smaller sizes of the cells in the top row indicate the HIS3 reporter is
repressed only when both protein and RNA are WT.

Fig S11 Puf2p decreases the abundance of certain target RNAs. The levels of ZEO1,
MRH1, ARF1, SOD1 and CNB1 endogenous mRNAs were determined by qRT-PCR for
cells expressing no Puf2p, WT Puf2p or R1 SNE Puf2p. All experiments were
performed using 6-7 biological replicates. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.

The table below the figure indicates binding by WT or R1 SNE Puf2p. ZEO1 and MRH1
are in fact targets of R1 SNE Puf2p, but so reduced in coverage that we have treated
them as relative non-targets in this figure. CNB1, which is not bound by either WT or R1
SNE Puf2p, is included as a negative control. SOD1 is a more complex case, as WT
Puf2p binds it in the 5’UTR and R1 SNE Puf2p in the 3’UTR. Only R1 SNE Puf2p
represses SOD1, indicating binding the 3’ UTR site may be more repressive.
Repression of MRH1 has a ~0.07 p value

Fig S12 Changes in RNA abundance in response to WT Puf2p expression (top) or R1
SNE Puf2p expression (bottom), relative to cells not expressing any Puf2p. Both WT
and R1 SNE Puf2p generally repress target mRNAs. Taking the top 100 RNA targets of
either WT or R1 SNE Puf2p as their respective networks, WT Puf2p represses its WT
network (p value < 0.05), but not the R1 SNE network (p value > 0.4). R1 SNE Puf2p
represses its novel network at high significance (p value < 10-6), and does not
significantly repress the WT network (p value > 0.05). Notable targets, and all targets
assayed by qRT-PCR, are labeled if present in the top 100 targets See Tables S7-9 for
significantly altered RNA abundances and Dataset S3 for all RNA abundances

SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES
Table S1. The Puf2p family
Phyla/Subphyla

Species

Gene/Accession

Ascomycota
Ascomycota
Ascomycota
Ascomycota
Ascomycota
Ascomycota
Basidiomycota
Basidiomycota
Mucoromycotina
Chytridiomycota
Mortierellomycotina
Non-PUF2 family:
Ascomycota
Ascomycota

S. cerevisiae
S. cerevisiae
S. pombe
C. glabrata
N. crassa
L. elongisporus
U. maydis
C. neoformans
R. delemar
B. dendrobatidis
M. verticillata

PUF1
PUF2
NP_595389
XP_447180
XP_962915
XP_001525124*
XP_756415
AFR94783
EIE81026
XP_006675799.1
KFH68401

S. cerevisiae
S. cerevisiae

PUF5/MPT5
PUF4

Predicted RNA recognition triplets

CRQ
CRQ

RRMs

NTQ
NTQ
NTQ
NTQ
NTQ
NTQ
NTQ
NTQ
NTQ
NIQ
NTQ

TWQ
TWQ
TWQ
TWQ
TWQ
TYQ
TWQ
TWQ
TWQ
TWQ
TWQ

NTQ
NTQ
NTQ
NYQ
NYQ
NYQ
NTQ
NYA
NYQ
NYQ
NYQ

SRR
ARR
SRR
VRR
ARR
ARR
SRR
ARR
ARR
ARR
ARR

1
1
1
1
1
0
2
2
2
2
2

NYQ
NYQ

TRQ
TRQ

NHQ
NHQ

CCQ
CCQ

0
0

Table S1. Representative proteins in the Puf2p family. We included those proteins that
showed some alteration of the expected TRM pattern. * denotes a protein (in L.
elongisporus) that has characteristics intermediate between the PUF2 and PUF5
families.

Table S2. Mapping statistics for CLIP
Technique

Protein

Replicate

WT Puf2p
CLIP-seq

WT Puf2p
Untagged cells

PAR-CLIP

WT Puf2p
WT Puf2p
PUF domain Puf2p
PUF domain Puf2p
Δpoly(N) Puf2p

CLIP-seq
(mutants)

Δpoly(N) Puf2p
Δpoly(N)ΔRRM Puf2p
R1 SNE Δpoly(N) Puf2p
R1 SNE Δpoly(N) Puf2p

1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2

Unique reads
1 * 10

6

5 * 10

5

3 * 10

5

1 * 10

6

8 * 10

5

8 * 10

5

3 * 10

5

2 * 10

6

4 * 10

5

8 * 10

5

2 * 10

6

1 * 10

6

Length (σ)
44 (26.3)
54 (27.6)
29 (11.2)
46 (27)
37 (10.3)
37 (10.2)
46 (8.4)
36 (10.3)
46 (9.8)
38 (9.9)
39 (9.4)
36 (10.5)

Mapped

% Mapped

8 * 10

5

68.6%

3 * 10

5

65.5%

2 * 10

5

45.1%

9 * 10

5

59.4%

5 * 10

5

62.1%

6 * 10

5

78.0%

2 * 10

5

72.0%

2 * 10

6

84.5%

3 * 10

5

72.0%

4 * 10

5

58.0%

2 * 10

6

89.2%

1 * 10

6

74.1%

Table S2. Mapping statistics for CLIP experiments. Unique reads and mapped reads
are after duplicates are removed (using the random 5-mer adapter). Replicates were
merged before peaks were called.

Table S3. DREME results
Sequences
HITS-CLIP WT Puf2p
PAR-CLIP WT Puf2p

1012
478

Δpoly(N) Puf2p

1034

R1 SNE Δpoly(N) Puf2p – high cutoff

1012

Motif
TAAT
TAWATA
HHTAAT
TAHATA
TTTTHYT
TAAT
TAHATA
TAAG
TGTAHAT

Positives
770
194
309
141
129
872
239
878
107

Negatives (/1000)
270
40
230
70
89
303
73
162
13

p value
4.2e-112
3.5e-28
5.5e-54
6.9e-29
6.8e-19
3.1e-142
4.1e-24
7.8e-243
1.3e-20

TAAG

1454

167

1.4e-291

R1 SNE Δpoly(N) Puf2p – low cutoff

1696

TGTAHATA

164

15

1.1e-19

ΔRRM Δpoly(N) Puf2p

1468

HTAAT
TANATA

620
209

188
59

1.3e-35
1.1e-11

191

TAATWW

90

136

4.8e-23

36

TSTTTTC

7

16

5.5e-6

PUF domain Puf2p
Untagged cells

Table S3. DREME results. A high cutoff was applied in all cases. We removed noncoding RNA before running DREME, resulting in the slightly different sequence
numbers here.

Table S4. Target numbers
High

Low

Targets

% with UAAU

Targets

% with UAAU

HITS-CLIP WT Puf2p

1131

73%

2167

66%

…Larger replicate

888

88%

1893

79%

PAR-CLIP WT Puf2p

546

66%

1025

59%

…Larger replicate

480

68%

887

64%

Δpoly(N) Puf2p

1115

81%

1786

77%

…Larger replicate

938

89%

87%

1786

ΔRRM Δpoly(N) Puf2p

1559

48%

2390

46%

PUF domain

266

59%

528

57%

R1 SNE Puf2p

1117

34% (83% UAAG)

1846

32% (83% UAAG)

Untagged cells

52

35% (21% UAAG)

85

39% (23% UAAG)

Table S4. Target numbers and proportion of peaks with UAAUs for different samples.

Table S5. PMP2 RNAs
RNA name
PMP2 WT
PMP2*
U1G
A2G
A3G
A4U
U8G
A9G
A10G
U11G
U1G U8G
A2G A9G
A3G A10G
U4G U11G

Sequence of insert
ATTTCTAATAATTAATTAATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAATAATTAATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCGAATAATTAATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTGATAATTAATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAGTAATTAATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAAGAATTAATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAATAATGAATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAATAATTGATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAATAATTAGTACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAATAATTAAGACATTTATCCT
ATTTCGAATAATGAATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTGATAATTGATACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAGTAATTAGTACATTTATCCT
ATTTCTAAGAATTAAGACATTTATCCT

Table S5. PMP2 RNAs assayed by yeast three-hybrid. Compensatory G mutations are
in red.

Table S6. ARF1 RNAs
RNA

Sequence

ARF1 WT

CATAAAGATTAAGAACTTAAGAGGCCA

ARF1*

CAAAAACATTAAGAACTTAAGAGGCCA

Monomeric UAAU

CAAAAACATTAATAACTACAGAGGCCA

Monomeric UAAG

CAAAAACATTAAGAACTACAGAGGCCA

Dual TAAT

CAAAAACATTAATAACTTAATAGGCCA

TAATAAT

CAAAAACATTAATAATTACAGAGGCCA

TAATAAG

CAAAAACATTAATAAGTACAGAGGCCA

TAAGAAG

CAAAAACATTAAGAAGTACAGAGGCCA

TAAG + overlapping TAATAAG

CAAAAACATTAATAAGTTAAGAGGCCA

TAAG + overlapping TAAGAAG CAAAAACATTAAGAAGTTAAGAGGCCA
No sites

CAAAAACATACAGAACTACAGAGGCCA

Table S6. ARF1 yeast three-hybrid RNAs, with functional elements underlined. The
ARF1 WT sequence is derived the 3’UTR of ARF1. A TAAAG upstream element in
ARF1 (in red) was mutated to AAAAC in the ARF1* construct and all other RNAs.

Table S7. mRNA abundance changes in response to WT Puf2p expression
ID
YHR215W
YPL095C
YNL031C
YEL017CA

Standard
name
PHO12
EEB1
HHT2
PMP2

YGL008C

PMA1

YGR035C
YNL220W
YLR044C
YAR071W
YAR018C

YGR035C
ADE12
PDC1
PHO11
KIN3

YBL085W

BOI1

YHR146W

CRP1

YBR082C
YNL058C
YOR202W

UBC4
YNL058C
HIS3

Gene Name
PHOsphate metabolism
Ethyl Ester Biosynthesis
Histone H Three
Plasma Membrane
Proteolipid
Plasma Membrane
ATPase
NA
ADEnine requiring
Pyruvate DeCarboxylase
PHOsphate metabolism
protein KINase
Bem1 (One) Interacting
protein
Cruciform DNARecognizing Protein
UBiquitin-Conjugating
NA
HIStidine

Fold change
(log2)
-7.39E-01
1.07E+00
-3.39E-01

p value
(adjusted)
1.36E-13
3.59E-07
4.41E-06

WT
rank
280

R1 SNE
rank

117

109

-4.67E-01

9.76E-06

4

385

-3.30E-01

1.31E-04

1

18

8.54E-01
3.62E-01
-3.78E-01
-6.14E-01
4.74E-01

1.31E-04
6.18E-04
9.03E-04
1.49E-03
5.12E-03

-3.19E-01

1.75E-02

15

856

-3.01E-01

2.94E-02

17

221

2.29E-01
4.85E-01
-4.38E-01

2.94E-02
3.56E-02
4.31E-02

424
46
445

48

Table S7. Genes with significant mRNA abundance changes in response to WT Puf2p
expression, compared with cells lacking Puf2p.

Table S8. mRNA abundance changes in response to R1 SNE Puf2p expression
ID

Standard
name

YDL192W
YPR074C
YGR185C

ARF1
TKL1
TYS1

YDL015C

TSC13

YPL184C
YLR274W
YPL242C
YIL123W
YMR122WA
YDR226W

MRN1
MCM5
IQG1
SIM1

ADP-Ribosylation Factor
TransKetoLase
TYrosyl-tRNA Synthetase
Temperature-sensitive
Suppressors of Csg2 mutants
Multicopy supressor of rsc nhp6
MiniChromosome Maintenance
IQGAP-related protein
Start Independent of Mitosis

NCW1
ADK1

YGL022W

STT3

YKL104C

GFA1

YJR064W
YMR205C

CCT5
PFK2

Gene Name

Fold
change
(log2)
-4.15E-01
-2.34E-01
-3.57E-01

p value
(adjusted)

WT
rank

2.19E-14
2.55E-03
4.94E-03

R1 SNE
rank
3
439
255

-1.89E-01

1.00E-02

-1.83E-01
2.31E-01
2.95E-01
-3.15E-01

1.33E-02
3.03E-02
3.03E-02
3.03E-02

249

Novel Cell Wall protein

2.83E-01

3.03E-02

42

ADenylate Kinase
STaurosporine and Temperature
sensitive
Glutamine:Fructose-6-phosphate
Amidotransferase
Chaperonin Containing TCP-1
PhosphoFructoKinase

-2.17E-01

3.03E-02

327

-1.69E-01

3.03E-02

1.94E-01

3.10E-02

628

394

-2.36E-01
-2.52E-01

3.10E-02
3.66E-02

173

162

498
592
47
317

Table S8. Genes with significant mRNA abundance changes in response to R1 SNE
Puf2p expression, compared with cells lacking Puf2p.

Table S9. The effect of Puf2p redesign
ID

Standard
name

Gene Name

Fold change
(log2)

p value
(adjusted)

YPL095C

EEB1

Ethyl Ester
Biosynthesis

9.77E-01

2.72E-08

YNL190W
YBR082C

YNL190W
UBC4

-2.80E-01
4.62E-01

YGR138C

TPO2

YOR270C
YCL055W
YPR028W
YPL179W

VPH1
KAR4
YOP1
PPQ1

YDL192W

ARF1

YBL085W

BOI1

YBR159W
YEL017CA
YPL187W

IFA38
PMP2
MF(ALPHA)1

UBiquitin-Conjugating
Transporter of
POlyamines
Vacuolar pH
KARyogamy
YIP One Partner
Protein Phosphatase Q
ADP-Ribosylation
Factor
Bem1 (One)
Interacting protein
Plasma Membrane
Proteolipid
Mating Factor ALPHA

WT
rank

R1 SNE
rank

4.32E-07
1.39E-04

83

417
48

-6.59E-01

9.35E-04

36

479

2.02E-01
-3.04E-01
3.69E-01
-2.15E-01

1.32E-03
5.62E-03
5.62E-03
5.62E-03

4.46E-01

5.62E-03

-2.64E-01

1.61E-02

2.22E-01

1.61E-02

-3.29E-01

1.61E-02

2.72E-01

3.98E-02

3
15

856

4

385
13

Table S9. Genes with significant mRNA abundance changes in response to R1 SNE
Puf2p expression, compared with cells expressing WT Puf2p.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATASETS
Dataset S1. [In excel file.] RNA targets by CLIP-seq for Puf2p and Puf2 mutants at
high cutoff.
Dataset S2. [In excel file.] RNA targets by CLIP-seq for Puf2p and Puf2 mutants at
low cutoff.
Dataset S3. [In excel file.] Read counts for all genes in all RNA-seq replicates, and
DESeq2-estimated relative expression levels.

Supp. Figure 1

• Extract regions of the genome
above 10 read depth.
• Identify the center, height and
edges of each peak.
• Assign to a gene.

1. Identify regions of sufficient raw coverage.
While only regions with 10 read depth are initially
considered as potential peaks, the final peak height
cutoff is applied at the end of the analysis pipeline.
Only the highest peak per gene is considered.

• Bin CLIP-seq reads in the
targeted gene.
• Model as a Poisson.

2. Identify regions that are peaks.
We assume that a CLIP-seq peak should be enriched
relative to CLIP-seq signal across the entire gene.

• Bin RNA-seq reads in the
targeted gene.
• Model the non-zero bins as a
negative binomial in R.

3. Identify regions that are enriched.
We assume that CLIP-seq peaks should be enriched
relative to RNA-seq signal in the targeted gene.

• Output all peaks.
• Apply cutoffs as appropriate.

Statistical cutoffs are applied at this point before
further analysis.
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